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Architecture and Integration for EMEA at Ingram Micro
Cloud. In 2015, he founded Submer with Pol Valls Soler.
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Intro
Immersion Cooling is a well proven technology in many industries today, most especially when
it comes to high power transformers and EV battery packs, it’s the most efficient way to thermally and electrically protect high heat density components.

Immersion Cooled Modular Battery Pack System from Xing Mobility.

Computer hardware has been immersion cooled since the early 1960’s with some of the first
supercomputers being fully submerged into a dielectric liquid. The main reason for this approach not going mainstream was most probably because we simply didn’t need to do it. We
took the path of less resistance. Lower density chips are better off cooled by air but Moore’s
Law has been constantly met and now we’re in a very different situation where some major
trends are aligning.
The sum of these trends poses a unique challenge and opportunity to the datacenter industry and our connected world - and at Submer we intend to embrace this challenge.
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1. What is Immersion Cooling?
Also known as liquid submersion cooling, it is the practice of submerging computer components (or full servers) in a thermally, but not electrically, conductive liquid (dielectric coolant).
Still rarely used for the cooling of IT Hardware, this method is slowly becoming popular with
innovative datacenters the world over.
IT Hardware or servers cooled in this manner don’t require fans and the heat exchange between the warm coolant and cool water circuit usually occurs through a heat exchanger (i.e.
heater core or radiator). Some extreme density supercomputers such as the Cray-2 and Cray
T90 use large liquid-to-chilled liquid heat exchangers for heat removal.
There are two types of Immersion Cooling: single-phase and two-phase.
Single phase Immersion Cooling
Single-Phase coolant never changes state, it never boils or freezes and always remains in a
liquid form. The coolant gets pumped to a heat-exchanger where heat is transferred to a cooler water-circuit. This technique uses “open baths”, as there’s little (or no) risk of the coolant
evaporating:

Single phase example: Submer Immersion Cooled installation diagram.
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Two-Phase Immersion Cooling (also known as evaporative cooling or flow boiling)
In two-phase cooling, the working fluid boils and thus exists in both a liquid and gas phase.
The system takes advantage of a concept known as “latent heat” which is the heat (thermal
energy) required to change the phase of a fluid. The working fluid is only cooled by boiling and
thus remains at the boiling point (“saturation temperature”). Energy is transferred from the
heat source into the working fluid and this will cause a portion of it to boil off into a gas. The
gas rises above the fluid pool where it contacts a condenser which is cooler than the saturation temperature. This causes the fluid to condense back into a liquid and fall (rain) back into
the pool.
This Immersion Cooling method required “semi-open baths”. This means that when the system
operates, it’s sealed to avoid the evaporation or the coolant.

Two phase diagram example.
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2. Why is Immersion Cooling
the smart choice?
From an operations perspective, Immersion Cooling simplifies datacenter commissioning
and maintenance, thanks to the use of scalable building blocks on the compute and cooling
side. The combination of our SmartPod platform together with dry-cooler or adiabatic cooling
infrastructure for the secondary cooling loops, enables infrastructures that have much simpler requirements on the water loop and consume less energy and resources than any other
type of cooling infrastructure. It’s also important to realize that an immersion solution should
be considered infrastructure with an amortization schedule greater than 15 years in comparison to technologies like Direct to the Chip Cooling where most of the costly components
are embedded into the servers and thrown away once server life-time is met. This means an
unprecedented PUE throughout the lifetime of the SmartPod technology.
From a practical perspective, deployment is quicker and simpler. Thanks to its density,
Immersion Cooling gives the datacenter the possibility of deploying in prime locations at city
centers and solving latency barriers without imposing restrictions on high chip densities of
today’s compute requirements.
The economical benefits of Immersion Cooling go from numbers like 99% saving of electricity
cooling costs, a reduction of 50% of the datacenter TCO (Total Cost of Ownership), zero water
consumption and, for the first time open the possibility to reuse datacenter heat in a closed
and perfectly efficient-system.
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3. When is Immersion Cooling
the smart choice?
If you sense that right now, or in a nearby future, your datacenter or HPC infrastructure
needs to...
A - Achieve hardware density greater than 15kW per rack
B - Reduce datacenter and building cooling costs drastically
C - Achieve a 1.02 PUE!
D - Give your clients the lowest of latencies in the newcoming edge game
E - Easily meet today’s and tomorrow’s green policies
F - All above.

Unrivalled Total Cost of Ownership:

95%

10x

50% 30% 60% 99%
Reduction in
CAPEX build costs

Increase in
hardware life-span

Power Usage
Effectiveness of
1.03 (certified by a
3rd party).
ROI of less than
1 year even only
considering the
electricity savings.

Dissipation
capacity of over
100 kW in the space
of two standard
racks

Rapidly deployable
in raw space. No
need for raised
floors nor cold
aisles.
Minimum
retrofitting for
existing DCs

No moving parts, no dust particles, no
vibrations, less thermal and mechanical
stress due to the uniformity provided by
the liquid and its viscosity

Reduction in
cooling OPEX

Increase in
computing density

Reduction in
hardware failure

Heat captured in
the form of warm
water.
Zero waste of
water.
Unrivalled energy
reuse if DC’s
are built close
to communities
or industry. New
revenue streams.
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Did you answer ”F”?
You could use our help...
Book a 30 minutes call with us and
we’ll analyze and draw together
your SmartDC strategy!

BOOK A CALL

